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With Woodwork for Inventor, our clients start the production process only with the technical
data, while the rest of workmanship preparation is done by our professionals and is shipped

directly to the supplier, reducing the fabrication time. The estimated cost reduction is of
about 50% for an average project. The time required for the information management has
been significantly shortened thanks to the integration of SAP to VAULT and subsequently,

BOM. Also, design design information can be generated fast. Overall, Woodwork for Inventor
software has provided a big benefit in the fabrication process and its friendly user interface.

This is a complete post detailing the journey of Woodwork for Inventor software in
manufacturing. As we did with the iPad app, we extended the functionality of our first

prototype using the BOM feature that creates a new Sheet for every product. Now our users
can generate a brand new sheet for each product they save, and add products to each sheet.

As we continue, we have one of the best versions for the next generation of users. This
version is packed with many new functionalities, changes, updates, and fixes. Furthermore,

we are expanding a great team that will allow us to provide a great support for all the
customers that use Woodwork for Inventor software. We hope that you will take advantage
of this great option, and help our small team to raise over the years. Therefore, I think we

are really happy with the choice that we are making. I hope you will take advantage of all the
great tools that the Woodwork for Inventor software can offer and help us to better serve our

customers around the world.
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